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Abstract

This paper proposes a new approach to extraction of
a corpus-based database of residual signal segments that
are used as excitations of a production model [1, 2] to
replay MFCC encoded speech signal with natural sound.
Neither extra information besides the MFCCs (likeF0,
voiced/unvoiced flag etc.) nor modification and/or exten-
sion of a MFCC computation algorithm is needed. The
MFCC algorithm is considered to be in a commonly ac-
cepted form that was implemented for example in the
HTK software [3]. Because of mentioned restrictions
we don’t aim to achieve exact reconstruction of origi-
nal signal but we seek to replay the speech signal in an
intelligible and as natural as possible way. Moreover,
the ’low-demanding’ solution based on pulse/noise ex-
citation is offered that employs a new method for making
voiced/unvoiced decision using the MFCC vector only.

1. Introduction

In speech recognition systems developed at Department
of Cybernetics, University of West Bohemia in Pilsen we
intensively use MFCCs (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients) as a basic speech parameterization. Sometimes
during process of building and/or running of such sys-
tems it is necessary to replay speech signal that was al-
ready parameterized.

The MFCC parameterization has especially been de-
veloped for purposes to model human hearing. Unfortu-
nately, as the frequency attributes of hearing and speech
production process are not quite identical, we cannot sub-
mit any straight hypothesis about an excitation of a model
of hearing to produce a real speech signal.

To reach high quality speech reconstruction the full
‘residual’ signal may be applied. Of course a usability of
such excitation will be somewhat restricted in real appli-
cations due to the need to transmit and/or to store large
number of excitation data (residual signal) that is of the
same amount as the original speech signal. The terms
residuum and residual signal designate here the excita-
tion signal that can be obtained by the method known as
inverse filtering. Thanks to the production model fea-

tures it is possible to build the inverse model. Exciting
the inverse model by the original speech signal we get
mentioned residual signal. Using this ‘full’ residuum to
excite the production model we obtain the reconstructed
speech equal to the original speech signal. This is true
when the model is stable with a minimum phase.

2. MFCC-based production model

In [4, 1] the model based on straight approximation of
log magnitude spectra with mel-scaled frequency by the
linear filter was introduced. This model can be used
for the speech signal production/synthesis based on the
mel-frequency cepstrum. We have used this approach as
a starting point for our speech reconstruction model in a
form of a linear digital filter [2].

The requirement was to obtain a filterH(z) with a
logarithmic frequency response

log jH(exp(j�!k))j =

MX

m=0

�cm cos(�!km); (1)

where�! represents a frequency on the mel scale,H is
a transfer function of a desired reconstructing filter, and
�cm are MFCCs. The Padde approximation is used [4]
for approximation of exponential by the rational function.
The mel-scaling is modeled using a quite simple all-pass
transformation performed by the 1st order all-pass filter.

Now we have the filter, which models through its
magnitude frequency response the respective frame of
speech. Under some conditions the model can be con-
sidered to be stable with a minimal phase. Such features
of the model are not satisfied automatically but depend
on values of cepstral coefficients. In case that the cep-
strum is obtained by the method of analysis by synthe-
sis then it principally represents the stable and minimal
phase model. In case of FFT-based cepstra it is not guar-
anteed.

2.1. Aspects of using FFT-based MFCCs

The FFT-based MFCCs computed in conventional form
can not be directly used as cepstrum for setting of model
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parameters. Those cepstral coefficients are not a repre-
sentation of any output of a stable and minimal phase
system. But this is not only problem. To be able to use
mentioned model with FFT-based MFCCs it is necessary
to deal with several aspects:
� In speech recognition systems MFCCs are oftenlif-
tered. The reason for liftering is to get values of all com-
ponents of cepstral vectors to a similar range. Clearly,
it must not be done with cepstrum that will be used for
speech production. Fortunately, it is not difficult to per-
form an inverse liftering algorithm with the MFCC vec-
tor before it is used in the model. So, if the liftering was
applied during the MFCC computation then the MFCC
vector must bedeliftered first.
� In a commonly used MFCC parameterization a speech
signal is usuallypre-emphasized prior other processing.
This emphasizes higher and suppresses lower frequency
components in a speech signal. In fact it distorts a spec-
trum of the signal in the way that can be useful for speech
recognition but is undesirable for speech production. The
pre-emphasis can be expressed as a multiplication of indi-
vidual functions in a spectral domain and so in a cepstral
domain it is represented by summation. Consequently
the pre-emphasis can be eliminated by simple vector sub-
traction. The vector to be subtracted from MFCC vector
can be determined as a mel-frequency cepstral represen-
tation of an amplitude-frequency response of given pre-
emphasis.
� The usual realization of mel-scaling in a MFCC algo-
rithm is through a bank of band-pass filters which per-
forms simultaneously mel-frequency warping and band-
ing to much smaller number of bands. Mostly, the de-
fault number of bands is 26. The individual filters in a
bank have different gains. This causes similar effect as
pre-emphasis. It amplifies the outputs of all bands by
different factor which can also be expressed as a spec-
tral multiplication. This effect must also be corrected. It
can also be performed by vector addition/subtraction in
a cepstral domain. An example of inverse values com-
puted from the gains of band-pass filters is depicted in

Figure 1: Mel-filter gains correction function

Fig. 1. Multiplying the output of the filter bank by this
inverse values the effect of non-uniform gains of respec-
tive bands could be corrected. This correction can also be
performed adequately by addition in a cepstral domain.
For this purpose the correction function can be encoded
to a correction MFCC vector to be later added up with

MFCC vectors.
� Another aspect consists in the normalization and value
scaling in the process of MFCC parameterization. If the
samples of signal are considered in a different value range
than�1 it causes corresponding implicit multiplication
of 0-th cepstral coefficient�c0 by a constant. This can
be simply corrected by division of�c0 by the appropriate
constant. Often an improper normalization is also per-
formed during calculation of the FFT and DCT (Discrete
Cosine Transform) in the MFCC algorithm. This can be
corrected by multiplication of the whole MFCC vector by
a suitable constant.

As soon as all corrections of the FFT-based MFCC
vector have been performed then such vector can be uti-
lized for approximate modeling of speech spectrum in a
way of asum of cosines as in (1). It should be mentioned
that the questions discussed here so far do not address
problems of stability and minimal phase of the model. To
ensure stability we built the model as a cascade of filters
of a lower degree [6], because the lower degree Padde ap-
proximation is less precise but also less sensitive in sta-
bility of the filter to high values of cepstral coefficients.

3. Residually Excited Reconstruction

A residually excited reconstruction of pure MFCC vec-
tors [5] requires to dispose of a suitable database of pre-
pared residual excitation units including a technique for
building of such database. Further important tasks are
both an on-line selection of the ”best” residual excitation
unit after incoming MFCC vector and a mechanism for
concatenation of a sequence of selected units into a con-
tinuous excitation.

3.1. The use of triphone-based HMMs for the con-
struction of database of residual excitation units

Clearly, it is not possible to store an infinite amount
of residual excitation signals and as well to manipulate
them. To built the database of residual units we used
about 90 minutes of sampled speech signal pronounced
by a professional speaker (in Czech language). The
speech signal was MFCC parameterized (getting about
850 000 MFCC vectors), annotated and phonetically tran-
scribed. We could prepare the segment of residual ex-
citation for each MFCC vector in the corpus. But it is
not practical since the database of residual units reaches
about GBs. The aim is to represent each cluster of simi-
lar MFCCs by one ’best-fitting’ vector (called centroid).
Unfortunately, there is not any algorithm that would en-
sure an optimal clustering of such amount of vectors in
’finite’ time.

The idea that leads to a high quality of feature vectors
(MFCCs) clustering is inspired by statistical methods of
speech recognition where process of acoustic modeling is
supported by phonetic information.
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Figure 2: HMM & MacQueen clustering

We decided to use acoustic HMMs of utterances
(stored in the corpus) including corresponding phonetic
transcriptions to achieve better division of whole feature
space to the small number of suitable clusters. The pro-
cess that we applied for codebook construction uses sta-
tistical approach [7] and is depicted in Fig. 2. Firstly,
the monophone-based and then triphone-based HMMs
were trained. Then using phonetic decision trees and
a set of phonetic rules the states of individual triphone-
based HMMs were clustered down and obtained HMMs
with tied-states were retrained. To build a codebook of
MFCC vectors the MacQueen clustering algorithm was
applied to all MFCC vectors in the corpus while initial
centroids of clusters were set to the mean values of tied-
states of corresponding HMMs. Using this approach the
MacQueen algorithm works quick enough (less than 100
iterations) and reaches very good local minimum of a cri-
terion function. We should as well mention many exper-
iments with various initial settings of centriods in which
the HMM approach was not used. All these experiments
resulted in worse quality of reconstructed speech.

The database of residual signals is constructed in fol-
lowing way (see Fig. 3). For each item of the codebook
the nearest MFCC vector is found in the speech corpus.
Because the sequences of MFCCs are stored in the cor-
pus together with corresponding speech waveform files
accompanied by time fixed pitch-marks so we can eas-
ily cut out for each selected MFCC the segment of cor-
responding speech signal spanning two local pitch peri-
ods around center pitch-mark. This segment is then Han-
ning windowed and inverse filtered by the inverse filter
the parameters of which are set using initial MFCC vec-
tor. The output of the inverse filter is then stored in a
database of residua and is tied with corresponding cen-
troid in the codebook. The segment of the size of two lo-
cal pitch periods around one center pitch-mark is cut out
from the wave signal. The segment is then Hanning win-
dowed and inverse filtered by the inverse filter the param-
eters of which are set by the nearest found MFCC vector.
The output of the inverse filter is stored in a database of

Figure 3: Pitch synchronous database construction using
inverse filtering technique

residua and tied with corresponding centroid in the code-
book.

3.2. REMC-PSOLA technique for speech reconstruc-
tion

In the process of reconstruction (see Fig. 4) each incom-
ing MFCC vector is compared with the items of code-
book and the nearest one is found and a respective excita-
tion segment is selected from the database of residua. To
choose the nearest vector in the codebook the Euclidean
distance is used. This is possible because of cepstral na-
ture of MFCCs. On chosen residual excitation units the
PSOLA algorithm is applied to obtain continuous excita-
tion signal. A pitch mark generator that uses (preset)F0

Figure 4: Pitch synchronous signal generation using
REMC-PSOLA approach

(or pitch-marks if available) to synchronize itself controls
the overlapping in the PSOLA algorithm. This composed
residual signal is then used as an excitation of a produc-
tion filter which structure and coefficients are set accord-
ing to the MFCCs. Since the PSOLA algorithm is per-
formed with a residual excitation and the model is based
on the MFCCs we called this approachREMC-PSOLA
(Residually Excited Mel Cepstral - PSOLA).
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4. ’Low-demanding’ solution

In case the approach using database of residua cannot be
applied we offer ’low-demanding’ solution which is in-
spired by classical methods of speech production and is
similar to LPC production process. The model based on
MFCCs can be excited by some simple excitation like
pulse/noise for voiced/unvoiced sounds. Because of in-
sufficient capabilities of MFCCs to model a speech spec-
trum for the production purposes the use of excitation
with a flat spectrum results in an unnatural sounding but
well intelligible speech signal. Because of the features of
model in a role of simple voiced excitation it is pertinent
to use signal with zero mean value, e.g. Hilbert transfor-
mation of unit impulse.

4.1. Voiced/unvoiced decision from MFCCs

To use a simple excitation as an impulse train or white
noise it is necessary to decide whether a speech seg-
ment described by the particular MFCC vector represents
voiced or unvoiced speech signal. We employ a very sim-
ple criterion the idea of which is based on knowledge of
a shape of a spectral envelop and information how the
MFCC vector represents this envelop. It was found that it
is sufficient to sum the amplitudes of several first MFCCs
(without �c0) and to compare the result of this summation
with the preset threshold. It must be said that the num-
ber of coefficients to be summed as well as threshold’s
value strongly depend on attributes of actual MFCC pa-
rameterization. In our case when we use 16kHz sampling
frequency, 26 mel filters and 14 cepstral coefficients (in-
cluding�c0), it was experimentally verified that it is suit-
able to sum first 6 coefficients (�c1...�c6) and to preset the
threshold to 1.5

6X

j=1

j�cj j > 1:5) voiced: (2)

An example of an English utterance and corresponding
sum of first 6 coefficients is depicted in Fig. 5. The
threshold (set on 1.5) is indicated by the horizontal line.

It should be mentioned once more that the voiced/un-
voiced decision process is satisfactory only after MFCCs
have been modified (if necessary) as was described in
Section 2.1.

5. Conclusion

The ”low-demanding” approach affords the speech of un-
natural but intelligible quality while the statistical ap-
proach experiences an artifacts caused by application of
PSOLA-based algorithm on a residual signal. We sup-
pose the artifacts could be suppressed using a residual
signal database prepared from a corpus of monotonously
recorded speech.

On the http://artin.zcu.cz/tychtl/eurospeech2001.html

Figure 5: An example of the voiced/unvoiced decision
process.

web page the examples of reconstructed speech are avail-
able. For each example there are an original wave file
(Windows .wav file), text file containing MFCC param-
eterized speech and two files with reconstructed speech
signal (in .wav format) generated using pulse/noise ex-
citation or residual excitation respectively. Notice that
the 0’th coefficient�c0 is last component of MFCC vector.
MFCC is already in proper ranges (see chapter 2.1) but
the pre-emphasis was not eliminated.
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